Let/(z!,..., z") be an entire function of the n(g2) complex variables zi,..., z", holomorphic for \z,\ ¿rh t=l,..., n. We have considered the case of only two complex variables for simplicity. Recently many authors have defined the arithmetic means of the function |/(zi, z2)| and have investigated their properties. In the present paper, the geometric means of the function \f(zu z2)\ have been defined and the asymptotic behavior of certain growth indicators for entire functions of several complex variables have been studied and the results are given in the form of theorems.
Here we consider the case of only two complex variables for simplicity. The results can easily be extended to several complex variables.
The geometric mean of \f(zu z2)\ for \zt\ ^rt (t=\, 2) has been defined as [4] (A5 Jo Jo l08l^e"1'r»e"a)l^<,4'
Further, let us define (1.2) gk(ru r2) = exp \ >_ ^ J+1 J ' J " {xxx2f log G{xu x2) dxj. dx.
where k is any positive number. Similarly, we can define the lower order A as lim inf log log M(rx,ra) = n.r,-.» logera)
where A = min (A1; A2) and A^liminfliminf108,108^^,
Ti -K» f2 -* 00 log (r^a)
In this paper we have investigated a few properties of the above defined mean values G(rx, r2) and gk(rx, r2); the results are given in the form of theorems. Proof. From (1.1), it follows that G(rx, r2) is an increasing function of (i) rx for given r2, (ii) r2 for a given rx, and (iii) rx and r2 both increasing.
Next from (1.1) we have Ci fr2
(r r }k + 1 (2.2) Jo Jo (xxx2f log G(^l5 x2) dxx dx2 Ú \l+l)2 log M(rx, r2). Kx -rx K2 -r¡¡ Taking Rx = arx, R2 = ur2(a>\), we have from (2.5)
where //>0 and is independent of rx and r2. Hence (2.6) Hm (suploglog^O^)^ ljm jsup log log M^fp ri.r2-.« uni log(/v2) n,^-« Unf logera) IA A Combining (2.3) and (2.6), we get (2.1).
3. Let 4>(rur2) be a "slowly changing" function; that is, <t>(ru r2)>0 and is continuous for r1>r\, r2>r\ and for every constant /, m>0, ¿(Ir^ mr2)~<f>(r1, r2) as r± or r2, or rx and r2, tend to infinity. Since r? is arbitrary, we get (3.10) pú{(k+l)l{k + p+l)}2c.
Next, from (3.6), we have (ii) (k + P+l)2p=(k+l)2ß=(k+p+l)2q; and (iii) lim^,,,^« logger!, r2)/log G(ru r2) = {(k+l)¡(k + p+l)}2.
Proof, (i) Taking the logarithm of (4.2), the result follows. Combining (4.4) and (4.6), the result follows.
(iii) Further, if we divide by log G(rlt r2), a positive increasing function, the inequalities (4.3) and (4.5) respectively, we get + 0fc + 1logG(r1,r20)] r t J-1 -\1 (r. r.VO/V. r.\ [k+p+lj log G(r1;r2) and /4m log gfcfri, ^2) ? gf A:+l \2(/-if2)''^(ri,r2)_ log G(ra, r2) rU + p+ 1J log G(a-x, r2)
Since (4.2) holds, on proceeding to limits, the inequalities (4.7) and (4.8) lead to the result. In conclusion I offer my grateful thanks to Dr. S. K. Bose for his kind help in the preparation of this paper.
